BEHIND THE MYTH
THE LOST KEY OF THE ORIGINAL POWER OF HORUS
In the egyptian temples the eye is a very widespread symbol.

As fascination is linked to the secret power of the eye, and to the power of the gaze, it
is a key for understanding the ancient egyptian myth of Horus.
Each point of this ancient legend can be understood using this frame and we find
striking similtudes to what our masters taught us.
We will show here the most important similitudes.
Horus was the falcon-headed solar and sky god from ancient Egypt. He is associated
with vitality, health and regeneration.

Developing the power of fascination is also connected to these elements.
Achieving the power of the eye meant be able to heal and work with the life force.
Fascination is also connected with the sun.

Man will concentrate his power,and become a sun for the others.
This is testified also from the fact that in our tradition there is a technique also for
bringing the power of the sun to the zones of the bottom eye.
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Horus was the son of Osiris and Isis.
His right eye was white, and represented the sun, and his left eye was black, and
represented the moon.
This could seem strange, as the right pupil in reality it is black.

In the fascination school we work with polarities, the right one, positive and linked
with the white color (and this explains why the Egyptians described the pupil of the
right eye as ‘white’), and the left one, negative and linked with the black color.
The name of Horus’s brother was Seth.
The power of Seth was linked to the testicles.
In the fascination school, the eye transmit outside a power that is originated in the
sexual organs. It is an energy very similar to the energy of kundalini.
According to an Egyptian myth, Seth, Horus’s brother, killed Osiris. Horus fought Seth
to avenge this death and lost his left eye in the fight and Seth, his testicles.
The left eye is very important in transmitting the power.
Seth stole the (left) eye of Horus, damaged it, and divided it into six parts.
We could interpret it as Horus was really tired after this fight and had no more the
power.
In the ancient egyptian tradition, the six fractions of the eye, taken one with the other
correspond each one to a fraction, but their sum is less than the unity. This means
that dividing the eye something was lost, the magical power.

But as also Seth was without power…
Thoth, the God of magic and the moon, used his powers to reassemble Horus’s eye
and returned it to Horus. Seth, ultimately, recovered his testicles. And, though these
gods, at times, did battle, they would, as well, aid each other…

This last point of the myth brings again attention of the fact that the two Gods were in
reality connected and part of the same reality.
In the fascination school we know both eyes should work together and there is also an
esercise to put the energies of both the part of the body together.
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In the ancient Egypt the eye of Horus was a symbol of the power of the God of light,
and therefore a popular amulet for protection and good luck. On presenting his eye to
Osiris, Osiris experienced rebirth.

And this point again of the myth brings us to the tradition of healing with the power of
the gaze.
The Eye of Horus symbolizes protection and the bringing of wisdom. The eye also
symbolizes our ability to see with clarity and truthfulness.
Pharaohs were seen to be the living Horus. Many of the pharaohs, as did the all
ancient Egyptians, still held Seth in fearful reverence. Often, a pharaoh preparing for
war, would invoke the spirit of Seth, in order to overpower his enemies.
So we can think that this ancient myth refers to the same power we are speaking
now.
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THE SECRET OF THE EYE OF HORUS
The Egyptians had a complex system of fractions that referred to the eye.
Each part of the eye had a numerical value.

These are the parts of the EYE and their corresponding associated fraction values :

1/64

1/8

1/32

1/16

1/4

1/2

The corresponding senses are :
1/64 heqat Touch
1/32 heqat Taste
1/16 heqat Hearing
1/8 heqat Thought
1/4 heqat Sight
1/2 heqat Smell
But all these fractions, added up, don’t give exactly the number 1.
This means that there is an element lacking that we cannot express through our
senses.
That the Horus Eye series includes only six components and needs a magically
obtained seventh part to make this divine unit complete was not due to any lack of
computing skills among the pharaonic scribes.
We find a similarity in the fact that the common cubit was six palms long and needed
a seventh palm to make it a royal and thus perfect or complete cubit, the measuring
unit used for all sacred construction.
And Thot could the only God that could restore it, as he was also the God of Magic.
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The magical power of the seventh part to complete a higher and holier unit than the
common one composed of six parts may also be the reason why the later Hebrews,
who relied on Egyptian mathematical methods and measuring concepts, had a week of
six work days plus a seventh day belonging to God that made it complete and perfect.
A confirmation on it is that the restoring of the damaged eye of Horus is said to have
happened on the sixth lunar day.
The original tradition of the old fascination school will help in restoring this unity.
The eye is said to be filled with specific minerals and plants.
In the first protocol applied by our school, the interior and the exterior of man are just
two sides of the same coin. And what is inside is also outside.
We cannot probe the link to the ancient Egyptians, even if we have showed some
striking similarities. This link is very probable, as we have testimonials all along the
centuries of fascinators. Visit our site http://www.mesmerismus.info to explore more
recent sources of this hidden power.
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